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The traditional focus in the decision-making literature has been on understanding
how consumers choose among a given set of alternatives. The notion that prefer-
ence uncertainty may lead to choice deferral when no single alternative has a
decisive advantage is tested in seven studies. Building on recent research, the
article shows that the decision to defer choice is influenced by the absolute
difference in attractiveness among the alternatives provided and is not consistent
with trade-off difficulty or the theory of search. These findings are then extended
to show that choice deferral can also be modified for the same alternatives by
manipulations that make them appear more similar in attractiveness, or that de-
crease the need to differentiate among them. The results are consistent with the
notion that preference uncertainty results in a hesitation to commit to any single
action since small differences in attractiveness among the alternatives are poten-
tially reversible. Consistent with this premise, the effect of attractiveness differ-
ence on choice deferral decreased significantly when subjects were first allowed
to practice making monetary trade-offs among the available alternatives.

C for new alternatives (Corbin 1980). In a recent study,onsumers often face situations that require choosing
among several alternatives in the marketplace. The Tversky and Shafir (1992) show that the tendency to not

traditional focus in the decision-making literature has choose was greater from choice sets where neither alterna-
been on understanding how people choose among a given tive dominated than from choice sets where one of the
set of alternatives. In reality, many decisions involving alternatives was clearly superior. Several factors may in-
choice among several desirable alternatives can be diffi- fluence the preference for a no-choice option from differ-
cult and give way to a more fundamental kind of prefer- ent choice sets. Rational theory of search suggests that
ence—the decision whether or not to choose. A recent the no-choice option should be chosen when none of the
analysis of a sample of consumers finds that the difficulty alternatives are seen as attractive, or when there are bene-
of selecting a single alternative was one of the most im- fits to further search (Karni and Schwarz 1977). Con-
portant causes for delaying a number of purchase deci- versely, psychological research in the area of predeci-
sions (Greenleaf and Lehmann 1995). The uncertainty of sional processes suggests that consumers may decide not
determining the most preferred alternative plays no role to choose in order to avoid making difficult trade-offs
in the rational theory of choice, which assumes that prior (Tversky and Shafir 1992). Thus, the two viewpoints dif-
to choice, the vector of attributes is reduced to a scalar fer in the source of the reasons and potential situations
value, ‘‘utility.’’ In contrast, a number of other research- that result in the decision to defer choice.
ers argue that defensive avoidance is a likely response to This research investigates the cause and effect of task
difficult choices (Beattie and Barlas 1992; Festinger 1964; and context, as well as the processes by which uncertain
Janis and Mann 1977). preferences can influence the preference for a no-choice

Since the timing of many purchase decisions is neither option. More generally, I propose that the decision maker
fixed nor predictable, consumers usually have the option focuses on the difference in preference among the alterna-
of not choosing. In the real world, decision makers exer- tives provided before making a choice. Building on the
cise a variety of defer-choice options including seeking notion of preference uncertainty (Payne, Bettman, and
more information on existing alternatives and searching Johnson 1992; Slovic 1995), I suggest that the tendency

to defer choice is greater when the difference in attrac-
tiveness among the available alternatives is small than
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affect both the trade-off difficulty and the potential bene-
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fits from further search. Further, since the difference in native provides the highest utility independent of the
choice context. The assumption of ‘‘preference ordering’’attractiveness among the alternatives is potentially sensi-

tive to the manner in which preferences are constructed, implies that consumers have a definitive preference rank-
ing between any two options such that it allows them tochoice deferral can also be increased or decreased by

manipulating the decision task for the same alternatives know whether one alternative is at least as good as the
other. A source of choice uncertainty arises from theunder consideration.
emerging consensus of viewing preferences as construc-
tive (Slovic 1995). In practice, one often arrives at deci-THE PREFERENCE FOR A
sions not with well-established and clearly ranked prefer-NO-CHOICE OPTION
ences but, rather, with the need to determine one’s
preferences as a result of being forced to choose. TheThe determinants of the decision to defer choice have

not received much attention in traditional formulations process of taking into account the comparative character-
istics of alternatives may create situations in which one’sof decision making (Beattie and Barlas 1992). Since the

classical theory of choice assumes that preferences are choice is narrowed to a few alternatives such that one is
unable to discriminate or incapable of weighing the rele-complete and that information processing is costless, the

no-purchase decision depends only on the utility of the vant differences among them. In such situations, not
knowing which of the alternatives is most preferred, whilemost preferred option. In such cases, the preference for

not choosing can be rationalized by a more complete not being certain that one wants them equally, may result
in indecision and a tendency to avoid commitment.inventory of preferences, one that captures the utility of

maintaining the status quo. Such a specification of not Although the reasons for not choosing are not directly
observable like preference, the undecided consumer maybuying can easily be incorporated into the more general

framework of utility theory by treating no choice as just defer choice or choose randomly from the alternatives.1

Although the relationship between differences in attrac-another option.
The above description assumes that the consumer consid- tiveness among the available options and choice deferral

has not been examined, previous researchers have noteders all possible alternatives before making a choice. In real-
ity, since information on all possible brands is either un- that it is problematic for a decision maker to maintain

the intention to act when there are competing wishes oravailable or simply impossible to process, the assumption
of completeness is rarely satisfied. In light of cognitive temptations (Kuhl 1986; Sjoberg 1980). Similarly, Mont-

gomery (1989) suggests that the decision maker may givelimitations and search costs that may either be monetary
(Stigler 1961) or result from limited cognitive resources up or postpone choice if she fails in an attempt to find a

dominance structure for a promising alternative. Thus, if(Shugan 1980), more recent formulations of utility theory
do not imply the identification of all possible options and a choice emerges only after an individual has managed to

build up a sufficiently stable intention, when the decisiontheir relevant consequences before choice. Thus, consumers
may choose one of the alternatives currently observed or situation offers many equally acceptable alternatives and

none that can easily be verified as the best, it may createcontinue to search for better alternatives by optimizing the
trade-off between benefits of further search and the cost of feelings of confusion leading to a reluctance to commit

to an action (Scholnick and Wing 1988).search (Ratchford 1982).
A more refined class of search models allows for the The proposition is also consistent with recent studies

that find a systematic bias toward inaction in consumerfact that consumers may not be aware of the distribution
of potential alternatives that affect the gains from search. decision making (Baron and Ritov 1994; Ritov and Baron

1990; Spranca, Minsk, and Baron 1991). Baron and hisIn such cases, the decision maker learns about the popula-
tion distribution from the alternatives that are viewed. For colleagues report that people prefer consequences that

arise out of inaction over action since the decision to stayexample, if consumers viewed different choice sets that
led to potentially different inferences about the population with the status quo has certain psychological advantages.

For instance, inaction allows one to maintain flexibilitydistribution, two consumers with the same utility function
may yet differ in their reservation utility and, conse- of future choice by doing nothing as well as avoiding

responsibility and regret associated with making a poorquently, their likelihood of search (Karni and Schwarz
1977). In summary, the no-choice option may be chosen choice. While omission bias implies a general tendency

toward preserving the status quo, it may be enhancedwhen none of the alternatives appears attractive, or when
the decision maker expects to find better alternatives by when there are small differences among the available ac-

tions.continuing to search. Further, if consumers are initially
unaware of the range of potential alternatives, the alterna- In summary, since different reasons may underlie no-

choice response, it is important to distinguish betweentives that are viewed may update the mean and variance
of their prior expectations, influencing the gains from
search, and the decision to continue to look for other
alternatives. 1One can distinguish indifference where one does not care which

The above description of decision making implicitly outcome is obtained, leading to random choice, from indecision, where
one is not yet ready to make a commitment.assumes that consumers are able to determine which alter-
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no-choice preference that is based on rational search, use ‘‘choice set heterogeneity’’ to refer to the number of
attributes, or the size of the attribute difference, on whichtrade-off difficulty, and preference uncertainty. The first

study demonstrates that the composition of the choice set the alternatives in the choice set are different. While Tver-
sky and Shafir (1992) did not examine the effect of thehas a systematic effect on the preference for a no-choice

option that is not consistent with an account based on number of attribute trade-offs, an account based on con-
flict implies a higher incidence of choice deferral whentrade-off difficulty or classical search theory. The second

study replicates these findings while controlling for the the added alternative involves more trade-offs. In contrast,
an account of choice deferral based on difference in over-possibility of inferring differential gains from search. The

third study tests for the mediating role of attractiveness all attractiveness predicts no differential effect due to an
increase in the number of attribute trade-offs.difference by examining the verbal protocols. In four ad-

ditional studies that do not vary the composition of choice The heterogeneity among the options provided can also
be varied on the basis of the difference in their attributeset, the proposed theory is tested by showing an effect of

changing the task on the no-choice option. The article values. For example, the added apartment may be approx-
imately the same distance from the campus and involveconcludes with a discussion of theoretical and managerial

implications, a statement of research limitations, and with similar rents, or it may vary greatly in its distance from
campus and rent relative to the first apartment. Again,suggestions for directions for future research.
alternative perspectives make different predictions about
the effect of the size of attribute differences on decidingCONTEXTUAL DETERMINANTS OF
to defer choice. Festinger (1957) suggests that the degreeTHE PREFERENCE FOR A
of conflict in choice should decrease with the similarityNO-CHOICE OPTION of the choice set. Since greater overlap among the alterna-
tives implies smaller attribute differences, the resultThe notion of preference uncertainty suggests certain
should be that a lower level of conflict is generated. Thus,differences from an account based on decision conflict
the decision to defer choice should remain unaffectedand rational search on the effect of the composition of
when the choice set is enlarged by adding an alternativethe choice set on deciding to purchase. Specifically, if
with similar attribute values. In contrast, if choice uncer-the decision to choose is determined by comparing the
tainty is based on the difference in overall attractivenessdifference in the attractiveness among the alternatives
as a result of comparing the two alternatives, choice de-provided, adding a new alternative could increase or de-
ferral should increase as a result of enlarging the alterna-crease the no-choice preference by influencing commit-
tive set, even when the added alternative has minor differ-ment to any one option.
ences compared to the first alternative.3In a recent study, Tversky and Shafir (1992) examined

The effect of comparing alternatives and using the at-the effect the composition of the choice set had on the
tractiveness difference in order to determine choice sug-no-choice option. In a decision about apartments that in-
gests another effect. Specifically, the addition of a newcluded the option of waiting, they find that the proportion
alternative to the first alternative may increase the likeli-of subjects that prefer to wait and learn about the apart-
hood of not deferring a choice if the attractiveness differ-ments increased when a second apartment with a different
ence between them is large. Since the addition of an infe-price and distance from the campus was also provided.
rior alternative does not generate additional conflict, anThe authors attribute the results to the notion that consum-
explanation based on dissonance or conflict makes noers experience conflict when choice involves trade-offs
systematic prediction on its effect on the decision to deferamong different attributes.2 In this vein, Shepard (1964)
choice. In contrast, the large difference in attractivenessnotes that although people experience little difficulty in
makes it easier to arrive at a decisive choice. In this vein,evaluating alternatives with respect to any one attribute,
Janis and Mann (1977) report that medical patients tendtheir ability to weigh or combine separate attributes is
to rapidly terminate the decision-making process withoutless impressive. Although there is no precise definition
seeking additional opinions when the recommendationof conflict, it is generally assumed to depend on the degree
comes from a dominant source. In addition, past researchto which the alternatives under consideration have differ-
has demonstrated that a dominating or a relatively inferiorent advantages and disadvantages (Kiesler 1966; Miller
alternative increases the choice probability of the domi-1944).
nating option (Huber, Payne, and Puto 1982). SimonsonTwo alternatives that are equally attractive can differ
and Tversky (1992) posit that confronted with the uncer-on few or many dimensions. For example, in addition to
tainty of which alternative to choose, the inferior optionrent and distance from the campus, two apartments may
enhances the attractiveness of the dominating alternative.also differ on their general condition, size, neighborhood,
While the focus in their study was on relative choiceand the security deposit. Further, the alternatives can dif-

fer in the size of their difference on rent and distance. I

3When the attribute overlap is complete and the choices have minor
2Early studies that examined conflict focused on the decision’s re- consequences, as in a choice between two cans of Coke, the choice

becomes trivial, leading to indifference.sponse time (Festinger 1964; Kiesler 1966; Tyebjee 1979).
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shares and not choice incidence, it suggests that if there The alternatives shown were described as being on a spe-
cial sale. The task instructions emphasized that there wereis uncertainty about whether or not to choose, adding an

inferior option could indeed increase the overall purchase no right answers and that they should choose the option
that best reflected their response to the situation described.incidence.

In summary, I study the effect of enlarging a single- Subjects were told that, as in real choice situations, they
also had the option to not make a choice. Two no-choiceoption choice set by introducing a second alternative. I

show that consumers’ choice deferral increases even when options were represented by (1) the option to collect more
information and (2) the option to look for new alterna-the enlarged choice set is homogeneous and the attribute

differences between the alternatives available are small. tives. Subjects were also told that in the event that they
chose to look for other alternatives, the alternatives shownI also show that there is no significant effect of the number

of features on which the two alternatives are different. may or may not be available.
A between-subjects design was used, with the fourAlthough search theory as well as decision conflict theory

predict an increase in the preference for a no-choice op- conditions differing in terms of the composition of the
choice set. The control set consisted of a single attractivetion with an increase in the heterogeneity of the choice

set, an account based on preference uncertainty focuses alternative. In all other conditions, subjects saw a second
alternative in addition to the one in the control set. In theonly on the difference in preference between the alterna-

tives in the choice set.4 This further suggests that the second and third conditions, the new option was relatively
equally attractive but differed on either two or four attri-addition of a clearly inferior alternative may increase

choice incidence even though there is no decrease in con- butes from the first alternative (low and high choice het-
erogeneity, respectively). In the fourth condition, the newflict. Finally, I also expect to find that decision processes

that lead to the no-choice response are longer and result in alternative was inferior to the first alternative. Between
45 and 50 subjects were randomly assigned to each ofa relatively equal number of favorable evaluations toward

each option, which is consistent with the notion of prefer- the treatment conditions.
ence uncertainty. On the basis of this discussion, my first

Choice Sets. The effect of choice context on the deci-set of hypotheses is as follows.
sion to defer choice was tested using four different choice

H1: The preference for a no-choice option increases problems. Various domains that involve relatively costly
with the introduction of a new alternative that decisions were pretested to determine their general attrac-
is relatively equal in overall attractiveness. tiveness. The product categories used to test the hypothe-

ses were similar to previous context effects studies, with
H2: The preference for a no-choice option decreases the only criterion being reasonable familiarity with the

with the introduction of a new alternative that product class on the part of the student subjects.
is clearly inferior in overall attractiveness. Four different product categories were used: bookshelf

speakers, answering machine, laptop computer, and elec-
tric shaver. A concern that arises, particularly for studyingH3: Decision processes that result in the no-choice
no-choice decisions, is the subjects’ ability to meaning-response will result in a greater number of total
fully evaluate alternatives. Thus, the alternatives werethoughts and have relatively equal numbers of
taken from Consumer Reports and mail-order catalogsfavorable evaluations toward each option.
and were described by a list of their characteristic features
and brand names. Figure 1 presents sample stimuli forSTUDY 1: THE EFFECT OF CHOICE
the answering machine alternatives for the conditions thatSET COMPOSITION ON DECISION
involved trade-offs among two and four features. The

DEFERRAL bookshelf speakers were described on features such as
power, bass rating, treble rating, price, and gross weight.Method
The laptop computers were described on features such

Procedure. Subjects were 190 students enrolled in a as hard-disk capacity, memory, speed, price, and gross
core marketing course at a West Coast university. The weight. Finally, the brands in the electric shaver category
task involved making purchase decisions in several prod- were described on cutting foils, comfort settings, charge
uct categories. The cover story stated that the researcher time, trimmer, and the number of voltage settings.
was interested in understanding consumers’ purchase de-
cisions. Subjects were asked to imagine that they were

Resultsthinking of making a purchase in the categories described.

Pretest. In order to validate the attractiveness manip-
ulation, a separate group of 50 subjects rated the alterna-

4In practice, support for the effect of attribute dispersion on search tives in terms of their attractiveness on a nine-point scale.
in experimental studies is mixed. According to Urbany (1986), studies As expected, the inferior alternative was seen as signifi-that find evidence for the variability-search relationship include Claxton,

cantly less attractive (F(1, 49) Å 16.4, p õ .001). In theFry, and Portis (1974), whereas Dickson (1981) and Goldman and Jo-
hansson (1978) do not observe this relationship. choice sets with two attractive alternatives, there were no
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FIGURE 1

EXAMPLES OF TESTS OF ADDING AN EQUALLY ATTRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE

NOTE.—Top, The alternative differs on two features. Bottom, The alternative differs on four features.

significant differences between the mean attractiveness the hypothesis, the percentage of subjects who deferred
choice increased by 12 percent when a second attractiveratings of the two options for the choice problems tested

(F(1, 49) Å 1.4, not significant [NS]). Finally, the attrac- brand was added to the choice set. Also as predicted, the
numbers in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1 indicate thattiveness ratings did not vary with the heterogeneity of the

choice set (the detailed ratings for the pretest are not an increase in the number of attribute trade-offs did not
significantly increase choice deferral; the difference inpresented because they are not discussed further). Thus,

the construction of attractiveness difference manipulation purchase incidence between the two conditions was only
2 percent. As seen in Table 1, similar results were ob-for the alternatives in the choice set was successful.

Hypothesis 1 predicted that the attractiveness differ- tained for the other three categories. Across the four prob-
lems, the mean share of the two no-choice options in-ence between the alternatives in the choice set would

influence the preference for a no-choice option. The re- creased by 11 percent (x2(1) Å 6.7, p õ .01) when a
relatively equally attractive alternative was added.sults are presented in Table 1 and are illustrated in the

text for the bookshelf speakers problem. Consistent with Study 1 also examined the preference for a no-choice
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TABLE 1

STUDY 1: THE DISTRIBUTION OF PURCHASE AND NO-CHOICE
RESPONSE IN DIFFERENT CHOICE SETS

Adding a second alternative

Number of trade-offs
Single

alternative High Low Inferior
Product category (n Å 45) (n Å 58) (n Å 48) (n Å 48)

Bookshelf speakers:
Purchase (%) 62 50* 52* 69
Need for more information (%) 25 8 12 17
Search for other brands (%) 13 42 36 12

Answering machine:
Purchase (%) 58 45/ 42/ 77*
Need for more information (%) 7 5 7 2
Search for other brands (%) 35 49 51 19

Laptop computer:
Purchase (%) 58 52 50 70/

Need for more information (%) 9 11 8 9
Search for other brands (%) 32 37 42 21

Electric shaver:
Purchase (%) 58 48 44 74/

Need for more information (%) 9 7 12 4
Search for other brands (%) 33 45 44 21

NOTE.—The chi-square value is for the comparison of purchase response between the single alternative case
with the modified choice context.
/The chi-square is significant at the .10 level.
*The chi-square is significant at the .05 level.

option when the attractiveness difference between alterna- eras that were described had small differences in their
shutter speed, focal lengths, and weight. As in the previ-tives in the choice set was large. The results are reported

in Table 1. As predicted, purchase incidence increased ous study, subjects saw either a single alternative only or
in conjunction with a second alternative that differed fromby 14 percent (x2(1) Å 8.7, p õ .01) when an inferior

alternative was added to the core set. An overall test of it only in minor ways.
The effect of enlarging the choice set by introducingthe attractiveness difference hypothesis was conducted

using a binary logit regression. The dependent variable a second alternative replicated the results of the first study.
Specifically, the percentage of subjects that preferred thewas 0–1 dummy variable, where 1 denotes choice inci-

dence. The independent variables were as follows: (1) a no-choice option increased significantly when a compara-
ble alternative with minor attribute differences was addeddummy variable ALT, which had a value of 1 if the choice

set had two attractive alternatives, (2) a dummy variable to the core set. Across the four problems, the preference
for a no-choice option increased by 11 percent (x2(1)TRADE, which had a value of 1 if the two alternatives

differed on four features, and (3) two-way interactions Å 7.7, p õ .01) when the two alternatives with minor
attribute differences were presented together compared tobetween the context manipulation and the four product

categories. Consistent with the hypothesis, the coefficient when they were presented individually.
In summary, the results support the notion that subjectsfor ALT was highly statistically significant (x2(1) Å 6.7,

p õ .01), but the coefficient for TRADE was not (x2(1) compare the alternatives in the choice set and that the
attractiveness difference between them influences choiceÅ 0.7, NS). Finally, the coefficients for the interaction

between choice context and product-category-specific incidence. The effect of choice set heterogeneity was not
consistent with the predictions based on conflict theory,dummies were nonsignificant (x2(3) Å 1.1, NS), indicat-

ing that the effect was similar across the four product or theory of search with a known distribution of the popu-
lation of alternatives. Although an increase in the numbercategories.

A second set of four choice problems were used to test of attribute trade-offs and size of the attribute differences
among the alternatives should increase conflict as well asfor the effect of choice set heterogeneity by manipulating

the size of the attribute difference and are described search due to increased attribute dispersion, subjects’ no-
choice response did not differ across these choice sets.briefly. The different alternatives were constructed such

that the difference in attribute values among the alterna- Conversely, the addition of an inferior alternative that
does not decrease the degree of conflict did result in antives provided were relatively minor. For example, in a

choice involving auto-focus cameras, the different cam- increase in purchase incidence.
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An alternative explanation for the results arises when order to check whether the expectation of finding addi-
tional alternatives on sale varied with the choice set, sub-subjects’ priors about the set of alternatives are somewhat

weak relative to the contextual information (Karni and jects also indicated the likelihood of finding a sale on
their other trips on a nine-point scale.Schwarz 1977). In such cases, subjects who saw two at-

tractive alternatives may have formed different expecta- A between-subjects design was used, with the four
treatment conditions differing in terms of the choice settions of the potential alternatives in relation to subjects

who saw a choice set containing a dominated alternative. that was provided. In each condition, subjects saw alterna-
tives that were chosen from the set of five alternativesIn a similar vein, subjects who saw two alternatives on

sale may have inferred a higher frequency of sale events shown previously. In the first condition, subjects saw one
of three attractive alternatives, by itself, that were usedthan those who saw only a single alternative on sale.

Thus, if prior beliefs about the alternatives available are to construct the choice sets with equally attractive alterna-
tives (i.e., {A}, {B}, or {C}). In two other conditions,weak, search theory that allows for updating of expecta-

tions about the potential alternatives in response to the subjects saw a choice set with two alternatives that were
relatively equally attractive but differed on the size ofchoice context can also make similar predictions about

the effect of context on choice deferral. attribute differences replicating low versus high choice
set heterogeneity (i.e., {A, B} or {A, C}). In the fourthThe next study used a slightly modified procedure to

rule out potential differences in learning from the choice condition, each of the single alternatives in the first condi-
tion was paired with a relatively inferior alternative (i.e.,set as an explanation for the no-choice results of the first

study. First, subjects in the different conditions were {A, D}, {B, D}, {C, D}). Between 74 and 76 subjects
were randomly assigned to each of the four conditions.shown the same master list of alternatives from which

the subsequent choice set was created. Thus, the priors
should be similar for all subjects and no new learning Results
should occur from the local choice set. Second, since
the optimal search response depends on the continued The main purpose of this study was to replicate the

findings of study 1 when all subjects reviewed the sameavailability of the alternatives that were observed, sub-
jects in the first study may have been more likely to search alternatives before making a choice. The hypotheses were

tested using four choice problems: cordless phone, head-as they had been told that the previously seen alternatives
may be available. The uncertainty of recall is normatively phones for portable radio/cassette player, laptop com-

puter, and auto-focus camera. The results for the individ-irrelevant when situations do not involve learning (Karni
and Schwarz 1977). Since all the subjects were aware of ual problems, averaged across the different choice sets in

each condition, are reported in Table 2.the set of alternatives that were on sale, the optimal search
strategy does not depend on the notion that subjects in Consistent with the hypotheses, there was an overall

increase in the decision to defer choice when the choicedifferent treatment conditions may have associated a dif-
ferent degree of uncertainty with the availability of pre- set contained two attractive alternatives. The mean in-

crease in the no-choice option for the four problems wasviously viewed alternatives.
12 percent (x2(1)Å 6.6, põ .01) when a relatively equally
attractive alternative was added, and the increase was

STUDY 2: REPLICATION OF CHOICE significant for three of the four choice problems. As in
SET COMPOSITION EFFECT AFTER the previous study, the difference in choice incidence

between the high and low trade-off conditions was non-VIEWING THE SAME SET OF
significant. Also as predicted, the addition of an inferiorPOTENTIAL OPTIONS
alternative increased choice incidence by 19 percent
(x2(1) Å 26.2, p õ .01) in relation to the case whereMethod
subjects saw a single alternative. The rating on expecta-
tion of a sale did not vary across the different choice setsProcedure. The subjects were 300 students at a north-

eastern university, and they were paid $2.00 for their (F(3, 298) Å 1.3, NS), thus not supporting an explanation
based on the differential likelihood of finding a better saleparticipation. The task and instructions were the same as

in study 1. In order to control for learning effects, subjects in the different choice sets. In sum, although the problems
and subjects were different, the effect of choice contextin all conditions first reviewed the same set of five alterna-

tives before the decision task. They were told to carefully on choice deferral persisted even when the subjects had
previously seen the same set of alternatives.examine these alternatives that were on a special sale at

one or more outlets of a local chain store that they would Studies 1 and 2 show that the decision to defer choice
is potentially influenced by the difference in attractivenessbe visiting. On the next page, a choice set with one or

two alternatives was presented, with the instruction that between the available alternatives. Further, the preference
for a no-choice option was not influenced by heterogene-the first outlet that they visit has only the following sale

alternative(s). Subjects had to choose one of the alterna- ity of the choice set, an accepted manipulation of decision
conflict. These studies, however, did not allow for directtive(s) or go to a different store and look for other alterna-

tives, including the alternatives reviewed previously. In observation of the decision processes that led to the pre-
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TABLE 2

STUDY 2: THE EFFECT OF THE LOCAL CHOICE CONTEXT ON NO-CHOICE
RESPONSE AFTER VIEWING THE SAME GLOBAL SET (N Å 300)

Adding a second alternative

Equally attractive
Single

alternativea High Low Inferiora

Product category (n Å 76) (n Å 74) (n Å 75) (n Å 75)

Cordless phone:
A (%) 64 36 18 77
B (%) 16 30 2
No choice (%) 36 48/ 48/ 21/

Headphones for portable
radio/cassette player:

A (%) 60 36 28 70
B (%) 16 22 12
No choice (%) 40 48/ 50/ 18*

Laptop computer:
A (%) 68 24 27 82
B (%) 28 27 6
No choice (%) 32 48* 46 12*

Auto-focus camera:
A (%) 66 29 28 68
B (%) 27 27 10
No choice (%) 34 46/ 45/ 22

aThe columns represent the mean share for the three single alternative conditions and the three
dominated choice set conditions, respectively.
/The difference in the mean number of subjects selecting the no-choice option in relation to the first

choice set is statistically significant at the .10 level.
*The difference in the mean number of subjects selecting the no-choice option in relation to the first

choice set is statistically significant at the .05 level.

dicted behavior. Verbal protocols have been used in a Subjects saw six choice problems in one of two choice
sets—they saw either a choice set {A, B} in which Avariety of ways in decision research (Ericsson and Simon

1980) and appear particularly suitable to support and ex- and B were equal in attractiveness or a set {A, C} in
which A was clearly superior to C. The protocols weretend the interpretation of the choice data. Study 3 uses

think-aloud protocols to test the premise that the decision analyzed by two independent judges, who counted the
number of favorable thoughts that were expressed towardto defer choice is mediated by the absolute difference

in favorable evaluations toward each alternative that is each alternative in each choice set. Choice uncertainty
was measured by computing the absolute difference inprovided.
the number of favorable thoughts expressed toward each
alternative. The interjudge reliability was 86 percentSTUDY 3: THE MEDIATING EFFECT
across all items, and disagreements were resolved by dis-OF PREFERENCE UNCERTAINTY ON cussion.

DECISION DEFERRAL

ResultsMethod

Procedure. Subjects were 30 undergraduate students The effect of the choice set composition on decision
deferral replicated the results of the previous studies. Theenrolled in an introductory marketing course. I conducted

the study personally; participation was part of a course mean difference in the proportion of subjects who selected
the no-choice option between the two choice sets was 22requirement. The task structure was generally similar to

that of the previous studies, the only difference being that percent (x2(1) Å 9.7, p õ .01). The verbal protocols also
supported the hypothesis that the number of thoughts willsubjects were asked to think out loud as they made their

decisions. Each subject received detailed instructions be greater when the choice set has equally attractive alter-
natives. The protocols indicate that the average numberabout the task and the importance of thinking aloud

(Russo, Johnson, and Stephens 1989). Before starting the of thoughts was significantly higher for the {A, B} choice
set (XV Å 4.6) compared to the {A, C} choice set (XV Å 2.8,actual task, subjects were given one problem on which

to practice thinking aloud while being recorded. t Å 2.9, p õ .01). Since the difference in the number of
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TABLE 3

STUDY 3: THE MEAN NUMBER OF THOUGHTS DERIVED
FROM THOUGHT PROTOCOL ANALYSIS (N Å 30)

Choice context

Choice set {A, B} Choice set {A, C}

Thought protocols Choice Defer choice Choice Defer choice

Chosen alternative 2.6a 2.6b 2.5 1.3
Nonchosen alternative 1.4 2.4 .5 .4
Other thoughts .2 .2 .2 .5

Total number of thoughts 4.2 5.2 3.2 2.2
Pro Chosen/Nonchosen 1.8 1.1 5.0 3.2
Percent in each condition 56 44 78 22

aThe mean number of thoughts that were coded as being favorable toward the chosen alternative or unfavor-
able toward the nonchosen alternative.

bSince neither alternative was chosen, the numbers denote the mean number of thoughts toward the first and
second alternative, respectively.

thoughts can be attributed to the fact that information was tions hold, the mediational hypothesis is supported. The
choice context had a significant effect on the choice un-more valuable when the choice set had two attractive

alternatives, of particular interest is the interaction be- certainty construct (t Å 2.8, p õ .05). The choice context
also had a significant effect on choice incidence (x2(1)tween protocol length for the choosers and nonchoosers

for each choice set composition (Table 3). The results Å 9.7, p õ .01). Finally, regressing choice incidence on
context and uncertainty (i.e., the mediator variable) re-from the analysis confirmed the prediction of a significant

interaction between the no-choice option and choice con- sulted in a significant effect for uncertainty (x2(1) Å 22.7,
p õ .01) and only marginally significant effect for thetext (F(1, 58) Å 290.2, p õ .001). Thus, subjects who

deferred choice had significantly longer protocols in rela- context (x2(1) Å 2.6, p õ .10). Overall, the results of the
mediation analysis are consistent with the notion that thetion to those who made a choice only when the alterna-

tives in the choice set provided were close in attrac- no-choice response differed on the basis of the underlying
differences in the ability to arrive at a clear preferencetiveness.

A second measure of decision uncertainty used was the between the alternatives in the choice set provided.
Studies 1, 2, and 3 support the hypotheses that theabsolute difference between the number of thoughts coded

as favorable versus the number of thoughts coded as unfa- attractiveness difference between the alternatives pro-
vided can influence the decision to defer choice. Thisvorable for each alternative. If the difficulty of choosing

a single alternative increases deferral, I expect subjects suggests that a manipulation that enhances the similarity
in attractiveness of the alternatives should increase thewho are undecided to be more balanced in their evalua-

tions. When faced with the choice set {A, B} subjects observed effect. Further, if the difference in attractiveness
between the same two alternatives can be decreased, itselecting the defer choice option stated similar numbers

of favorable thoughts toward each alternative (XV A Å 2.6 rules out an alternative explanation based on the argument
that the first alternative appeared more attractive when itvs. XV B Å 2.4) compared to subjects who chose one of the

alternatives (XV Å 2.6 for the chosen alternative, XV Å 1.4 was paired with an inferior one than when it was paired
with an alternative that was equally attractive. Thus, mod-for the nonchosen alternative, t Å 2.6, p õ .05).

Mediational tests for the effect of attractiveness differ- ifying the task in order to make the same two alternatives
appear similar in attractiveness provides stronger supportence were conducted according to Baron and Kenny’s

(1986) method. They state that three regression equations for the attractiveness-difference hypothesis.
The task manipulation used here was first reported bymust be estimated to establish a mediational model, and

the following effects must hold: (1) there must be a sig- Wilson and Schooler (1991), who, in a study on prefer-
ence for college courses, showed that the mean attrac-nificant effect of regressing the mediator on the indepen-

dent variable, (2) there must be a significant effect of tiveness ratings for the alternatives were more similar to
each other when subjects were asked to evaluate eachregressing the dependent variable on the independent

variable, and (3) when the dependent variable is regressed attribute of every course. The task of rating how each
attribute influences their preference for an alternativeon both the mediator and the independent variable, the

effect of the independent variable must be weaker than should decrease the difference in attractiveness between
the two alternatives and increase the preference for a no-that in the second regression equation (i.e., when the inde-

pendent variable is by itself). If all three of these condi- choice option. In a similar vein, Dhar (1996) reported
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that forcing subjects to use decision rules that focus on condition; this number increased to 54 percent when
subjects were first asked to rate the importance of eachthe competing benefits of each alternative increased the

choice deferral by making both alternatives look more feature on their choice. The mean increase in the no-
choice option in the rate-all condition across the foursimilar in attractiveness. On the basis of this discussion,

I arrive at the following hypothesis. choice problems was 17 percent (x2(1)Å 20.6, põ .01).
Thus, study 4 demonstrates that choice incidence can
also be reduced for the same two alternatives by using

H4: Subjects are more likely to defer choice if they are a manipulation that increases the similarity in attrac-
first asked to make an evaluation of the competing tiveness of the two alternatives.
features of the two attractive alternatives. The effect of the task manipulation used suggests an

alternative explanation for the results based on trade-
STUDY 4: THE EFFECT OF A TASK off difficulty. To the extent that the task manipulation

increased the focus on perceptual differences betweenMANIPULATION TO DECREASE THE
the two alternatives by forcing subjects to consider eachATTRACTIVENESS DIFFERENCE ON
feature, it may have led to increased choice deferral inCHOICE DEFERRAL
order to avoid making multiple trade-offs. Tests were
run comparing the size of the absolute attractive differ-Method
ence and pairwise similarity as rival mediators. I used

Procedure. Subjects were 190 undergraduate stu- a 2 (nature of task: with or without the rate-all manipu-
dents at a northeastern university, and they were paid lation) 1 4 (four product categories) design where the
$2.00 for their participation. The task and instructions task was manipulated between subjects and the differ-
were similar to those in the previous studies. In the ‘‘rate ent alternatives were a within-subjects factor. As pre-
all’’ information condition, subjects were asked to think dicted, the main effect of task variable was significant
about each feature for the two alternatives and then to on the attractiveness difference rating (F(1, 188)
rate the extent to which it made them more or less likely Å 223.7, p õ .01) but not on the similarity rating. The
to choose that alternative. Following Wilson and Schooler main and interaction effects for product categories were
(1991), subjects rated each piece of information on a nine- not significant (F(3, 564) Å 1.07, F(3, 564) Å 1.22,
point scale ranging from ‘‘makes me much less likely to NS). The task condition also had a significant effect on
choose it’’ (1) to ‘‘makes me much more likely to choose the choice incidence (x2(1) Å 20.6, p õ .01). Finally,
it’’ (9). Subjects in the control condition were only in- regressing choice incidence on task conditions and both
structed to read the information about the alternatives rival mediators revealed only a significant effect for
carefully before making their decisions. Subjects were the attractiveness difference variable (x2(1) Å 22.3, p
randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions õ .01). Further, the task variable was reduced to non-
within each session. In addition to entering their choice, significance (x2(1) Å 1.96, p Å .16), and the similarity
subjects used a nine-point scale to rate the attractiveness construct failed to enter the model.
of each alternative (1 Å not at all attractive to 9 Å very The results provide additional evidence supporting
attractive) and the similarity between the two alternatives the notion that the inability to clearly identify the best
(1 Å not at all similar to 9 Å very similar). choice among the alternatives resulted in increases in

the decision to defer choice. Implicit in the argumentChoice Sets. Subjects saw a choice set with two non-
that choice requires the ability to differentiate amongdominated alternatives for four different choice problems.
alternatives under consideration is the notion that theThe alternatives, presented side by side on the same page,
task entails selecting a single best alternative. In a num-were described on five features, three good and two bad.
ber of decision situations, consumers have the optionDescriptive feature lists for all four problems (vacation
of choosing more than one alternative. For instance,spot, blind date, apartments, and a college course) were
imagine a consumer at a department store who decidestaken from a study conducted by the author for an unrelated
to purchase two dresses that are on sale and lookresearch project. An example of the stimulus material pro-
equally appealing. Just as the timing for a lot of pur-vided in the rate-all condition is shown in Figure 2.
chase decisions is not fixed, there is also flexibility in
the quantity that can be purchased. In the absence ofResults
obvious reasons for preferring one alternative over the
other, consumers may resolve the uncertainty by choos-I predicted that asking the subjects to evaluate each

feature would make the two alternatives appear more ing more than one acceptable alternative.
The next study modifies the decision task to allow thesimilar in attractiveness and increase the decision to

defer choice in relation to the control condition. The option of choosing more than one alternative from the
choice set provided. When subjects are uncertain of thedata support this premise. The results are reported in

Table 4 and are described in the text for the vacation most preferred alternative, the option to choose both alter-
natives presents an alternative solution since selectingproblem. For this problem, 40 percent of the subjects

decided to look for other alternatives in the control both items should be easier than selecting a single item
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FIGURE 2

AN EXAMPLE OF A TEST OF RATE-ALL MANIPULATION ON THE DECISION
TO DEFER CHOICE FOR THE SAME TWO ALTERNATIVES

from the same choice set. Further, if the alternatives are participation. The task and instructions were similar to
those in the previous studies. Subjects saw a choice setattractive, choosing both may be an easier decision than

rejecting both in order to look for new alternatives. Note with a single alternative or one with two relatively equally
attractive alternatives. For the subjects who saw thethat if the no-choice decision was based on the rejection

of the alternatives or an inference of finding better alterna- choice set with two alternatives, the basic manipulation
was whether subjects were assigned to the conditiontives, the task modification should not decrease choice

deferral in the condition that allows the option of choosing where they could choose one (choose-1) or both alterna-
tives (choose-2). Between 92 and 95 subjects were ran-both alternatives. On the basis of this discussion, I arrive

at the following hypothesis. domly assigned to each of the three task conditions.

H5: The preference for a no-choice option will de- Choice Set. In order to make the choice of more thancrease when the task allows the choice of more one alternative plausible, the stimuli used were differentthan one alternative from a choice set with two from those in the previous studies. The following fourattractive alternatives. choice problems were used: cassette tapes, elective
courses, applicants for admission to college, and FridaySTUDY 5: THE EFFECT ON
night activities. Each represents a situation where deci-

DECISION DEFERRAL OF sions often allow for choosing more than one option.
ALLOWING THE CHOICE Figure 3 presents the scenario used in the cassette tapes

problem; the other three are described briefly. The elec-OF MULTIPLE OPTIONS
tive courses were described in terms of reading assign-Method ment, grading, faculty expertise, and course structure. In
the problem on college applicants, the students were de-Procedure. The subjects were 280 students at a north-

eastern university, and they were paid $2.00 for their scribed on Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, grade point
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TABLE 4 to this explanation, the only reason why the no-choice
option may be less preferred in the choose-2 conditionSTUDY 4: THE EFFECT OF RATE ALL MANIPULATION ON
in relation to the choose-1 condition is when the twoTHE PREFERENCE FOR A NO-CHOICE OPTION (N Å 190)
alternatives provided were complements. The choice

Control Rate all problems were constructed to avoid cases that could be
Product category (n Å 95) (n Å 95) construed in this manner. Finally, subjects in the choose-

2 condition did not always reject the no-purchase option
Vacation spot: or choose both alternatives, which indicates that subjectsA (%) 30 24

did pay attention to the cost aspects in making theirB (%) 30 22
No choice (%) 40 54/ choices.

Blind date: The results so far confirm the premise that small differ-
A (%) 32 20 ences in attractiveness among the alternatives provided
B (%) 30 20

enhances the no-choice option. One reason why smallNo choice (%) 38 60*
differences in attractiveness favor deferral could be thatCourse elective:

A (%) 24 12 subjects avoid evaluating the alternatives in the same
B (%) 62 52 depth, in order to decide, when the choice is difficult.
No choice (%) 14 36* This view was not supported by the protocol analysis,Apartment:

which found that protocols were longer for subjects whoA (%) 18 12
B (%) 22 18 deferred choice. I posited that the results arise because
No choice (%) 60 70 of a hesitation of committing to any single action since

preference uncertainty makes small differences in attrac-/The difference in the proportion of subjects selecting the no-choice option
tiveness among alternatives potentially reversible. Noteis statistically significant at the .10 level.

*The difference in the proportion of subjects selecting the no-choice option that if preferences are well ordered, say as in a choice
is statistically significant at the .05 level. between Paris and Paris-plus-dollar, the small difference

is not likely to create indecision. Thus, it is possible that
asking subjects to consider the value of each feature may
clarify the best action and reduce the effect of the sizeaverage, and extracurricular activities. Finally, the Friday
of the attractive difference on choice deferral. To thenight activities problem provided subjects with the option
extent that practicing trade-offs reduces the dispersion inof seeing a movie and going out for dinner; the no-choice
perceived difference in attractiveness of the two alterna-option was phrased as staying at home in order to work
tives, subjects should find it easier to choose. The nexton a term paper that was due in several weeks.
study was conducted to determine whether the effect of
choice context on decision deferral is attenuated whenResults
subjects first learn to value attributes by practicing trade-
offs in monetary terms.I predicted that subjects in the choose-1 condition will

be more likely to defer choice than subjects in the choose-
2 condition. The results are reported in Table 5 and are STUDY 6: THE EFFECT OF
described in the aggregate in the text. Consistent with PRACTICING TRADE-OFFSstudies 1 and 2, the preference for a no-choice option

ON DECISION DEFERRALincreased by 18 percent (x2(1) Å 24.5, p õ .01) when a
second alternative was provided for the subjects in the Method
choose-1 condition but not for the choose-2 condition.
Consistent with Hypothesis 5, the percentage of subjects Procedure. Subjects were 190 undergraduate stu-

dents at a northeastern university, and they were paidwho deferred choice decreased by 21 percent (x2(1) Å
34.5, p õ .01) for subjects in the choose-2 condition in $2.00 for their participation. The task and instructions

were similar to those in study 2, in which subjects wererelation to subjects in the choose-1 condition. Overall,
these results show that difference in preference among the initially shown a set of five alternatives. In the ‘‘trade-

off practice’’ condition, subjects used a measure devel-alternatives influenced choice deferral only when subjects
had to make a single best choice. oped by Simonson and Tversky (1996) to specify a

dollar amount that they would be willing to pay for theThe results for the effect of task manipulation on the
difference in no-choice response suggest an alternative higher level of a feature. For instance, in the answering

machine problem, subjects were asked, ‘‘Based on yourexplanation based on regularity. According to this princi-
ple, the lower preference for the no-choice option in the preferences, how many extra dollars are you willing to

pay for one extra outgoing message?’’ Subjects in thechoose-2 condition could be due to the fact that this condi-
tion provided a new option, the choice of both A and B. control condition were only instructed to read the infor-

mation about the alternatives carefully before makingHowever, the choice of both alternatives is not really a
new alternative unless the joint consumption of the two their decisions. Subjects were randomly assigned to one

of two conditions within each session.options has incremental utility. In other words, according
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FIGURE 3

AN EXAMPLE OF A TEST OF MODIFYING THE DECISION TASK ON THE DECISION TO DEFER CHOICE

Choice Sets. Four different types of products were measure (e.g., amount of dollars), it makes it easier to
choose even when there are small overall differencesused: answering machine, cordless phone, binoculars,

and personal computer. For each of these product cate- between the alternatives. An alternative account could
be that practicing making monetary trade-offs makesgories, subjects saw a choice set with two relatively

equally attractive alternatives. The alternatives, pre- it easier to judge the degree to which each alternative,
by itself, exceeds or falls below some reservation util-sented side by side on the same page, were described

on four features and were similar to the ones used in ity. If the decrease in decision deferral was caused by
reduction in the dispersion of the perceived differenceprevious studies. In order to keep the task manipulation

simple, the alternatives provided differed on only two in attractiveness between the two alternatives, then
practicing trade-offs should not result in any differ-attributes.
ence in choice incidence if one of the alternatives was
clearly superior. This was directly tested in the next

Results study by providing a choice set where one alternative
dominated the other.I predicted that allowing the subjects to first practice

trade-offs by evaluating each feature in dollar terms
STUDY 7: THE EFFECT OF TRADE-would decrease the effect of context on the preference

OFF PRACTICE WHEN THE CHOICEfor the no-choice option. The data support this premise.
The results are reported in Table 6 and are described SET CONTAINS A DOMINATED
for the answering machine problem. For example, 32 ALTERNATIVE
percent of the subjects decided to look for other alterna-

Methodtives in the control condition; this number decreased
to 16 percent when subjects were first asked to state Procedure. Subjects were 160 undergraduate stu-the value that they attached to the feature in dollar dents at a midwestern university, and they were paidterms. As seen in Table 6, similar results were obtained $2.00 for their participation. The task and instructionsfor the other three categories. The mean share of the were the same as in study 6. The same between-subjectsno-choice option decreased by 15 percent (x2(1)Å 18.7, design was used, with the two conditions differing on thep õ .01) when the subjects initially evaluated trade- opportunity to make monetary trade-offs before makingoffs among the attributes. decisions among specific choice sets. Subjects were ran-Study 6 demonstrates that choice deferral can be domly assigned to one of two conditions within eachreduced by using a task manipulation that allows sub- session, and the order in which the different product cate-jects to first assign a monetary value to their prefer- gories were viewed was also randomly determined.ence for the different features. As subjects learn to
express their preference in terms of a unidimensional Choice Sets. The four product categories from the
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TABLE 5 TABLE 6

STUDY 5: THE EFFECT OF THE TASK CONDITION ON THE STUDY 6: THE EFFECT OF PRACTICING TRADE-OFFS ON
PREFERENCE FOR A NO-CHOICE OPTION AMONGPREFERENCE FOR A NO-CHOICE OPTION (N Å 280)
EQUALLY ATTRACTIVE ALTERNATIVES (N Å 190)

Two alternatives shown
Control Practice

Product category (n Å 95) (n Å 95)Task condition
One

Answering machine:alternativea Choose-1 Choose-2
A (%) 24 32Product category (n Å 92) (n Å 93) (n Å 95)
B (%) 44 52
No choice (%) 32 16*Cassette tape:

Cordless phone:A (%) 82 42 24
A (%) 42 46B (%) 22 16
B (%) 26 32No choice (%) 18 36 26
No choice (%) 32 22Both A and B (%) 34

Binoculars:Elective course:
A (%) 22 30A (%) 70 25 28
B (%) 18 26B (%) 15 22
No choice (%) 58 42*No choice (%) 30 60 25

Personal computer:Both A and B (%) 25
A (%) 24 32Candidates:
B (%) 20 30A (%) 50 18 15
No choice (%) 56 38*B (%) 16 5

No choice (%) 50 66 38
*The difference in the proportion of subjects selecting the no-choice optionBoth A and B (%) 42

is statistically significant at the .05 level.Friday night activity:
A (%) 92 48 18
B (%) 36 14
No choice (%) 8 16 2
Both A and B (%) 66 DISCUSSION
aThe number denotes mean percentage for alternatives A and B when Consumers often arrive at a choice situation without

shown individually. being certain whether or not to purchase. By focusing
on decision uncertainty and uncertain preferences, this
research provides a broader framework that captures the
rich content of predecisional states that are usually ig-previous study were used to create the choice sets. Sub-
nored in the study of consumer choice. In particular, thejects were shown two alternatives, one of which was
provision and analysis of a no-choice option allows oneclearly superior, in each product category. As in study
to examine the antecedents of preference uncertainty in6, the two alternatives differed only on two of the four
the decision to defer choice. Building on recent researchattributes.
on this topic by Tversky and Shafir (1992), the studies
reported here support the hypotheses that the preference

Results construction process that results in small differences in
attractiveness among the alternatives provided increases

I predicted that allowing the subjects to practice trade- the preference for a no-choice option.
offs by evaluating each feature in dollar terms would not This research focused on two factors affecting choice
decrease choice deferral when one of the alternatives was deferral: expanding the choice set by adding a new alter-
clearly superior. The data support this premise. The re- native and by changing the nature of the decision task
sults are reported in Table 7 and are described for the for the same alternatives. The studies examined the role
answering machine problem. For example, 16 percent of of preference uncertainty in accounting for the effects on
the subjects decided to look for other alternatives in the the no-choice option by (1) testing predictions regarding
control condition; this number was 12 percent when sub- purchase incidence for different composition of the choice
jects were first asked to state the value that they attached sets, (2) using verbal protocols to gain insights into deci-
to the feature in dollar terms. As seen in Table 7, similar sion processes for the effects, and (3) changing the effect
results were obtained for the other three product catego- size by manipulating the decision task. The seven studies
ries. The mean share of the no-choice option differed by are summarized in the next section.
3 percent (x2(1) Å 0.9, p Å .34) between the two task
conditions. In conjunction with the results of the previous Choice Set Effect. Studies 1 and 2 demonstrated that

expanding the choice set by adding an attractive alterna-study, the results suggest that practicing trade-offs has a
greater effect on reducing choice deferral when there is tive increased the preference for the no-choice option.

The effect on purchase likelihood did not vary with theuncertainty about the best choice among the alternatives
provided. heterogeneity of the choice set as characterized by the
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TABLE 7 native about the possible alternatives (Hogarth 1982).
While this may be partly because the alternatives wereSTUDY 7: THE EFFECT OF PRACTICING TRADE-OFFS ON
generally attractive with no obvious disadvantages, it alsoPREFERENCE FOR A NO-CHOICE OPTION AMONG CHOICE

SETS CONTAINING A DOMINATED ALTERNATIVE (N Å 160) suggests that, even when a no-choice option is available,
subjects do not tend to generate additional alternatives.

Control Practice
Product category (n Å 80) (n Å 80) Changing the Task. The decision to defer choice was

also examined by modifying the nature of the decision
Answering machine: task. In a choice between two relatively attractive alterna-

A (%) 72 76
tives, study 4 showed that asking subjects to first rate theB (%) 12 12
extent to which each feature of an alternative made themNo choice (%) 16 12

Cordless phone: more likely to choose it increased the decision to defer
A (%) 82 82 choice. This manipulation did not change the perceptual
B (%) 8 6 similarity among the two alternatives but increased theNo choice (%) 10 12

similarity in overall attractiveness between the alterna-Binoculars:
tives. On a conceptual level, this suggests that any manip-A (%) 68 76

B (%) 8 4 ulation that decreases the difference in attractiveness be-
No choice (%) 24 20 tween the alternatives provided should increase the

Personal computer:
preference for a no-choice option. Further, the uncertaintyA (%) 68 72
of determining the most preferred alternative is relevantB (%) 8 10

No choice (%) 24 18 when one is required to make a unique choice. In this
vein, study 5 showed that subjects were less likely to
defer choice when both attractive items could be selected
than when they could choose only a single alternative.number and size of the attribute trade-offs. These results
This pattern of results is also inconsistent with the inter-suggest that the no-choice option has different implica-
pretation of no-choice as implying outright rejection ortions from those implied by the normative guidelines for
even deferral due to an expectation of superior alterna-search as well as accepted definitions of conflict. Al-
tives. Rather, the flexibility of choosing more than onethough normative theory as well as trade-off conflict pre-
option provides a different strategy by which consumersdict search under greater dispersion in the attribute values
resolve decision uncertainty.of the alternatives provided, choice deferral persisted even

Finally, studies 6 and 7 provide supporting evidencewhen the two alternatives were relatively very similar and
for the linkage between preference uncertainty and thewhen no learning from the choice set occurred.
reasons for choice deferral. If consumers are less likelyAlso as predicted, studies 1 and 2 supported the hypoth-
to choose among alternatives that differ in minor waysesis that the preference for a no-choice option can be
because such preferences may be reversible, then a taskdecreased by adding an inferior alternative to the choice
that reduces the dispersion of perceived difference in at-set. Based on trade-off difficulty, adding an inferior alter-
tractiveness between them should increase the likelihoodnative should have no systematic effect on choice inci-
of making a choice. Study 6 finds that the percentage ofdence. However, if the decision is constructed from the
subjects who defer choice among comparable alternativeschoice set under consideration, the presence of a domi-
decreases when the subjects first learn to make trade-offsnating alternative facilitates commitment by making it
among the different features. Study 7 extends these resultseasier to arrive at a clear choice. The protocols provide
by showing that the effect of practicing monetary trade-additional support for the notion that the decision to pur-
offs on the defer-choice option is nonsignificant when thechase is influenced by the need to differentiate decisively
choice between the two alternatives is easy. These resultsamong the available alternatives. The mediation analyses
have broader implications for findings relating to contextin study 3 supported the premise that the absolute differ-
effects in forced choice if it can be shown that thoseence in attractiveness between the alternatives mediated
effects also arise due to an inability to choose amongthe preference for a no-choice option.
alternatives that are relatively close in overall attrac-More generally, the studies suggest that subjects tend
tiveness.to focus more on the comparative characteristics among

the alternatives provided than on their own utilities. The
decision to look for other brands or to seek more informa- Marketing Implications
tion was generally made only if the available alternatives
did not allow for a compelling basis for choice. For in- Several general implications follow for retailers and

other direct marketers who are mainly concerned withstance, when the choice set contained an inferior alterna-
tive, subjects tended to focus mainly on the dominating increasing the overall purchase probability. In particular,

the choice context may be especially important for prod-alternative and the inferior alternative was rejected almost
immediately. This is consistent with findings elsewhere ucts for which decisions are made in the store. Providing

an instant special discount on the merchandise may resultin the literature that subjects fail to be sufficiently imagi-
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in an inferior comparative scenario that makes the pur- on the noncomparability of alternatives—choice between
two schools is not the same as a choice between a graduatechase decision easier. Anyone who has purchased a house

would agree that realtors often use this tactic. For in- school and a job. Future research could examine the effect
of incommensurable trade-offs on choice response.stance, a realtor may show potential owners several

houses, many of them unattractive, thereby considerably A second limitation of this research relates to the task
and choice problems used. In the studies reported here,simplifying the process of making a choice. The results

also have implications for executing communication strat- the choice sets were limited to either one or two alterna-
tives. It is possible that increasing the complexity andegies. It is generally believed that comparative advertising

is not in the interest of the market leader or the dominant realism of the choice task may also weaken the effect.
The simplest extension involves looking at the case wherebrand (Barry 1993). The results indicate that a dominant

brand can increase its share further by comparing itself the original choice set has two alternatives. As the number
of alternatives in the core set increases, the effect of add-to a brand that is rated much lower in attractiveness.

However, the findings related to the effect of multiple ing a new alternative on purchase incidence needs to be
examined. Although an explanation based on conflictattractive options are also relevant for retailers who offer

wide assortments. Although a large variety enables retail- would suggest increased deferral, the focus on the size
of the attractiveness difference would suggest little in-ers to satisfy the needs of diverse consumers, additional

options may not always increase total purchase. On the crease in the no-choice option for additional alternatives.
A third limitation of the approach here is that it doescontrary, it may turn buyers toward stores that offer fewer

choices. In this vein, Business Week (September 9, 1996) not specify how the aversive elements of decision making
are offset by the positive elements of greater choice toreported that the confusion of choosing among an increas-

ing variety of brands may provide an edge to manufactur- account for the fact that decisions do get made. One possi-
bility is that the heuristics used in order to simplifyers with narrow offerings. Similarly, Apple announced the

reduction in the number of Macintosh personal computer choices may also increase decision stability. For instance,
as the number of options increases, consumers increas-subbrands, hoping to increase sales by decreasing buyer

confusion (Advertising Age [October 18, 1993]). At the ingly use noncompensatory choice processes that increase
the ease of arriving at a clear choice (Dhar 1996). Choicesleast, the effect of offering greater choice on store traffic

needs to be balanced with its effect on potential deferral are also more likely to be made if the cost of not making
them by a specific time is high (Meyer 1997). Further,in sales due to increased customer confusion.

The findings also have implications for the growth rates difficult but less important choices may be arbitrarily re-
solved by flipping a coin (Elster 1980). Clearly, the finalfor new products in emerging markets. One factor influ-

encing penetration rates for new products has been attrib- word should be deferred until more research is conducted
on the topic.uted to product externalities in the diffusion literature

(Katz and Shapiro 1992). This research suggests that even
when these externalities are largely absent, the diffusion [Received March 1996. Revised December 1996. Brian
process may be slower if several competing technologies Sternthal served as editor and John G. Lynch, Jr.,
are offered. For example, Sony and Philips were report- served as associate editor for this article.]
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